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► Uncertainty of GW flow direction
► Continuity and connectivity of 

groundwater pathways
► Degree to which contaminant mass remains in 

vadose zone and perched water zones serves as 
continuing source of impact to GW

► Groundwater/surface water interaction: Nature 
and origin of groundwater springs to Snake River

► Data Acquisition, Review, 
Data Gap Analysis

► Gamma and Neutron logging at 25 Existing 
Monitoring Wells

► Geologic Field Recon Study of Snake River 
Canyon Lithologic and Springs Geologic 
Investigation and Drone Survey

► ESS Analysis, development of geologic cross 
sections and basewide CSM

Knowledge Gaps Identified to Address

Project Accomplishments — 
Data Gap Resolutions



Tectonic Setting

From Shervais, J.W., Gaurav Shroff, S.K. Vetter, Scott Matthews, B.B. Hanan, and 
J.J. McGee, 2002, Origin and evolution of the western Snake River Plain: Implications 
from stratigraphy, faulting, and the geochemistry of basalts near Mountain Home, 
Idaho, in Bill Bonnichsen, C.M. White, and Michael McCurry, eds., Tectonic and 
Magmatic Evolution of the Snake River Plain Volcanic Province: Idaho Geological 
Survey Bulletin 30, p. 343-361

Extensional graben related to the Yellowstone Hot 
Spot migration

Contains Lake Idaho Sediments, flood basalts



Groundwater Flow at MHAFB 
► Flood basalts and interbeds are aquifers
► Interflow zones (“autobreccia”) can be prolific aquifers 

(K>200 ft/day in MH BPWs)
► Interflow zones can also be fine-grained, representing 

perching layers, contaminant “storage” areas.

http://www.luckysci.com/2014/08/types-
of-volcanic-rocks-and-deposits/



Groundwater Flow at MHAFB 
► Dense basalt flow interiors are 

fractured (columnar jointed), 
providing vertical flow paths

► Wellbores also provided flow paths
► Traditional thinking was that natural 

fracture flow was slow and wellbores 
were primary conduits



Perched groundwater zones are known to be present 
at MHAFB





Combined Gamma and Drilling Log Section

intra-flow sediments, drilling logs 
insufficient to interpret distribution



Gamma-Neutron Logging
► Well construction materials must be considered
► Natural aquifer stratigraphy interpretable 

(it worked through casing)



► Geophysical logs 
allow confident 
interpretation of 
interbeds

► Interbeds dipping 
SW

► Long correlation 
length of interbeds

► Interbeds are 
mappable, perch 
water, and could 
be monitored

ESS Cross
Section D-D’



CSM GW Flow: Use of Analogue Studies from 
Idaho National Lab



New Groundwater
Flow CSM
New understanding of GW 
movement at MHAFB:
► GW moves vertically through the matrix
► GW moves in months, not decades
► Still very stagnant GW in center of Base not 

going anywhere – moves SW in winter, 
back NE in summer due to pumping

New understanding of contaminant 
migration at MHAFB:
► Nitrates and vapor concentrations didn't 

move (stable)
► Likely still PFAS mass in vadose zone, but 

no large pulses coming from that mass
► Either not migrating down much, or
► Low enough concentrations being balanced 

out by degradation and dilution





Halls Ferry, Weatherby Springs
Had Historical Significance



Geologic Field Mapping
Drone imagery and water transport-enabled 
field mapping



Spring #1

Basalt Rim Rock 
(Qtsim + Tcan)

Idaho Group 
(Undifferentiated)

Figure 1-1: Photograph of North wall of Canyon Creek Canyon showing general stratigraphic conditions and Spring #1. Photograph looking WNW, abundant phreatophyte vegetation but no springflow observed

Idaho Group 
Exposure



► Sand facies locally exposed in Snake 
River Canyon wall

► Sedimentologic observations confirm 
that these sands represent sediment 
gravity flow deposits (below wave 
base)

Figure 1-4: Idaho Group Strata exposed directly 
underneath the basalt cap rock, north wall of Canyon 

Creek Canyon. See text for description.

Sand Facies



Sand-prone aquifer

Basalt Aquifer

Facies in saturated zone

► Basalt aquifer largely replaced by 
Sand Aquifer in saturated zone at 
WF Well (star)

► Conspicuous absence of wells south 
of WF

► Slope and basin facies in Snake 
River Canyon

Aquifer Facies



Depositional models for shelf-slope-basin systems 
application to MHAFB



Regional Conclusions
► Snake River Canyon wall consists of slope to basin lacustrine facies
► Historic springs issue from sublacustrine channel deposits which are thin 

and have restricted connectivity with regional groundwater basalt aquifers
► Decline in groundwater levels (100’ since 1950) reduced hydrostratic head 

and flow to springs greatly reduced or eliminated flow
► Slope facies resist groundwater flow, form a barrier to groundwater flow 

and lead to extremely flat potentiometric surface at MHAFB 



New Groundwater Flow CSM 
► Gamma and Neutron logging of existing MWs through casing is effective 

to identify basalt interbeds and perched groundwater
► Analogue and field observations indicate that GW moves vertically 

through the matrix and that GW moves rapidly downward (in months, not 
decades), strongly suggests no large reservoir of mass in perched zones

► Geologic field observations, depositional models enable a conceptual 
model with a facies change from MHAFB to the Snake River

► Facies change combined with lowered regional GW levels lead to 
stagnant GW in center of Base, little to no discharge at historic springs

Key Takeaways:
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